The present invention relates to an apparatus and a method for wireless purchase of merchandise from a vending machine by using a cellular mobile phone. The present invention permits a cellular mobile phone user to dial a sequence of code on the phone to invoke the vending machine to dispense merchandise, where payment is charged to the mobile phone account. The present invention also relates to an apparatus and a method for on-line inventory management. With on-line inventory management, the present invention provides high efficient operation, reduced operation cost, and just-in-time service and merchandise delivery. The present invention further relates to an apparatus and a method that allow both on-line inventory management and wireless purchase of merchandise in a vending machine.
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Fig. 8: Schematic diagram of the coin detection and simulation circuit
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Fig. 12: Command and data flow of wireless purchase
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WIRELESS PURCHASE AND ON-LINE INVENTORY APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR VENDING MACHINES

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to an apparatus of and a method for wireless purchase of merchandise. In particular, the present invention relates to an apparatus of and a method for controlling wireless purchase from a vending machine by using a cellular phone. Further, the present invention relates to on-line inventory management, inventory data acquisition and monitoring, and vending machine control.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

[0002] A “vending machine” generally refers to a coin-operated machine that automatically dispenses a merchandise upon the receipt of a payment equal to or greater than a predetermined sale price. Even though many vending machines are now designed to accept paper bills, electronic stored value cards, or credit cards as alternate payment methods, coin-operated vending machines remain the largest in number.

[0003] A major feature of vending machines is that the vending operation is fully automatic with no need for human supervision. Accordingly, various vending machines have been used at locations where it is not cost effective to have a normal manned merchandise outlet or where 24-hour sale service is needed. The merchandise dispensed from vending machines typically include drinks, food, tobacco, stamps, newspaper, parking tickets, phone cards, and etc. The storage compartments in a vending machine may contain different merchandise inventory at different predetermined sale prices.

[0004] Usually, vending machines are grouped into routes; one or more of these routes are managed by an operator. The operator sends service personnel to regularly refill the inventory, change merchandise, remove collected coins or bills, refill money changer, and perform other maintenance services. In most cases, refill and maintenance service is carried out based on historical figures, which is the service frequency depends on past history of a particular vending machine at a particular location. As sale patterns may vary among vending machines at different sites and at different times, the historical data may cause undesirable inefficiencies in the management of the vending machines. Accordingly, an automated method or apparatus is desired to collect on-line inventory data. Furthermore, the large number of cellular mobile phone users also creates the opportunity of payment by mobile phones. Therefore, it is desirable to provide a method or an apparatus allowing online payment for purchase made from vending machines.

[0005] A number of U.S. patents have addressed the aspect of vending machine inventory management. U.S. Pat. No. 6,056,194 issued to Brock Rolls on May 2, 2000 and entitled “System and Method for Networking and Controlling Vending Machines” discloses a vending machine control system and method for controlling vending of items from one or more vending machines operated by credit cards, debit cards, pre-pay cards, bills, or coins via a network.

[0006] U.S. Pat. No. 5,930,771 issued to D. S. Stapp on Jul. 27, 1999 and entitled “Inventory Control and Remote Monitoring Apparatus and Method for Coin-operable Vending Machines” uses bar code scanner to log inventory into a memory with each vending machine and uses cellular telephone interface and modem to transmit the vending information back to a central computer. The Stapp patent focuses on the bar code scanner embedded at racks and claims one cellular number used for a plurality of vending machines.

[0007] U.S. Pat. No. 5,794,144 issued to E. I. Corner et al. on Aug. 11, 1998 and entitled “Methods and Apparatus for Communicating Data via a Cellular Mobile Radiotelephone System” describes a data collection system based on cellular network control channel, together with a paging message system for acknowledgment. The Corner patent focuses exclusively on the use of the control channel in the cellular network and the paging approach.

[0008] U.S. Pat. No. 5,963,452 issued to T. Etoh et al. on Oct. 5, 1999 and entitled “System for Managing Sales of Goods for Vending Machines” discusses the use of frequency modulated sub-carrier broadcasting facility for communication between a goods control center and the terminal computers. The Etoh patent focuses on the control of the vending machines via control commands from the control center, and extracting market information of the vending machines.

[0009] U.S. Pat. No. 4,412,292 issued to J. K. Sedam et al. on Oct. 25, 1983 and entitled “System for the Remote Monitoring of Vending Machines” describes a system using telephone line to communicate information obtained by a microprocessor in a vending machine. The Sedam patent focuses mainly on a plurality of sensors in a vending machine to establish alert conditions and to control inventory, route planning of the machines.

[0010] Although the above U.S. patents disclose systems using cellular telephone network to communicate for on-line inventory control purpose, none of these patents discusses the use of the short message service (SMS) protocol. Furthermore, apart from inventory control, none of the patents discusses using a cellular mobile phone to purchase merchandise and to make the payment, let along a fully integrated solution to the purchase and on-line inventory problem.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] The present invention provides an alternate merchandise purchasing method that can co-exist with all the other purchasing schemes, including coins, bills, stored value cards, or credit cards available to vending machines.

[0012] The present invention also integrates the purchasing function with the online inventory function so that a single apparatus can handle the purchase of merchandise, monitor the inventory, and communicate with a central computer.

[0013] The present invention relates to an apparatus and a method for wireless purchase of merchandise from a vending machine by using a cellular mobile phone. The present invention permits a cellular mobile phone user to dial a sequence of code on the phone to invoke the vending machine to dispense merchandise, where payment is charged to the mobile phone account. The present invention also relates to an apparatus and a method for on-line inventory management. With on-line inventory manage-
ment, the present invention provides high efficient operation, reduced operation cost, and just-in-time service and merchandise delivery. The present invention further relates to an apparatus and a method that allow both on-line inventory management and wireless purchase of merchandise in a vending machine.

[0014] The apparatus and method of the present invention have at least the following features that are not found in any of the existing vending machines. (1) The present invention is generic enough to be integrated into either mechanical type or electronic type vending machines. (2) The present invention uses wireless modem that communicates with other mobile phones or a central computer via the commercial cellular mobile network. (3) The present invention uses the SMS protocol. The inventory data is further encoded with cyclic redundancy code for error checking. (4) The present invention employs the micro-controller technology and utilizes mixed-mode analog-digital circuit interfacing technologies for data acquisition, processing and storage. (5) The present invention provides a method of inventory data protection against data loss due to power failure, transient, or intentional power down. (6) The present invention is fully programmable and can be programmed to perform a multitude of tasks. (7) The present invention is based on a distributed architecture that each vending machine in the plurality of vending machines operates independently, without requiring authorization from a central computer. (8) The present invention is designed to co-exist with other payment devices. (9) The present invention deployed in large numbers, with low probability of communication congestion.

[0015] In the present invention, each vending machine is equipped with a control and communication unit (CCU). The CCU can comprise one or more of the following: a micro-controller, a cellular mobile phone modem, a power management circuit, a battery, a display panel, a quantity counter interface, a refill/service switch interface, a door switch interface, a reset switch, a coin mech signal detection and simulation circuit, a merchandise dispensing interface circuit, a merchandise selection interface circuit, and a sold out interface circuit. The CCU can be connected to an AC power supply derived from the vending machine and further connected to the sold out circuit, the merchandise dispensing device, the coin mech, and the counter of the vending machine.

[0016] The micro-controller is capable of running a resident program in the read-only memory of the micro-controller to carry out various actions. Exemplary actions performed by the micro-controller are shown below without any particular order. (1) The micro-controller can serve interrupting signals from the sold out circuit, the dispensing circuit, the quantity counter, the refill/service switch, the door switch, and/or the reset switch. (2) The micro-controller can encode and pack the inventory data into a format and size suitable for SMS communication. (3) The micro-controller can detect the presence of the coin mech signal and arbitrate between the coin or card purchase and the cellular phone purchase. (4) The micro-controller can enable the coin mech simulation signals to initiate a vending transaction. (5) The micro-controller can record the quantity counter and refill/service switch signals and include that as part of the inventory data. (6) The microcontroller can display part of the cellular mobile phone number or other messages on the display panel. (7) The micro-controller can initiate and control the communication with a central computer via a wireless modem. (8) The micro-controller can control and receive data from a central computer and then take appropriate actions. (9) The micro-controller can control and receive data from a purchaser’s phone, verify the coded sequence, and initiate the purchase. (10) The microcontroller can perform a software reset when the reset switch is pressed. (11) The micro-controller can record the date and time when the door switch is activated. Other standard functions of the micro-controller may include management of the on-board memory banks and referencing the real-time clock.

[0017] The functions of the sold out interface circuit, the merchandise dispensing interface circuit, the quantity counter, and the refill/service switch can be broadly viewed as inventory data collection. These components are capable of collecting one or more types of the following information: sold out data, the storage compartment from which the merchandise is dispensed, the total number of merchandise sold since the day of first installation, and the type of service carried out.

[0018] The functions of the coin mech signal detection and simulation circuit are to detect and simulate the coin mech signals under certain situations. When an appropriate payment of coins has been inserted through and accepted by the coin mech, the coin mech signals are active. The coin mech signals then drive a converter in the vending machine to allow a purchaser to select merchandise on the display panel of the vending machine via a number of buttons. On the other hand, when a wireless purchase is carried out, equivalent signals are simulated to activate the display panel and selection buttons for merchandise selection. To prevent signal contention, any coin mech signals, if active, must be detected. Once detected, the coin mech signals can interrupt the micro-controller, which can then serve the interrupt by disabling the wireless purchase in the earliest instance. It will be appreciated that other payment devices may be similarly interfaced with the vending machine. The payment priority can be determined as desired in advance for a smooth vending operation.

[0019] The display panel is capable of displaying partial phone number of the purchaser whose purchase request the vending machine is serving at the time. Therefore, the display function can notify the purchasers of the ongoing transaction. Because the display panel shows only part of the phone number, there is no concern of violating privacy. The display panel can also be used to display other messages during the system start-up, system testing, and cash transaction.

[0020] The power management circuit is capable of providing the required power supply to the micro-controller and its peripheral devices when an AC power supply is applied. Additionally or alternatively, the power management circuit is capable of providing a backup battery supply when the AC power supply is removed or unstable. When the latter occurs, the power management circuit detects a voltage drop and starts counting in a timing loop. During the voltage drop period, the backup battery is used as power supply. However, the battery is not intended for carrying out normal operations. If the voltage drop lasts after a predetermined period of time has elapsed, the power management circuit signals the micro-controller that a power down condition has
occurred. Upon receiving this confirmation, the micro-controller immediately forwards all the vending transaction information obtained since the last reporting time to a central computer. The micro-controller enters into a sleeping mode to conserve battery power after sending all the information and receiving an acknowledgment from the central computer. If the voltage level returns to the normal level within the predetermined period of time, the power management circuit switches back to the AC power supply. Normal operations resume.

[0021] The wireless modem is capable of establishing a communication link with the purchaser’s mobile phone and/or with a central computer. As a cellular mobile phone modem, it can receive and transmit SMS over the existing commercial mobile network. When a purchaser dials the code from a cellular phone, the phone communicates with the wireless modem. The wireless modem in turn sends an interrupt to the micro-controller. The micro-controller serves the interrupt by turning on the display buttons on the panel of the vending machine to allow the purchaser select merchandise via the buttons. As to the communication between the vending machine and a central computer, the communication can be both directions. On one hand, the micro-controller is capable of automatically packing the vending transaction information and transmitting them to the central computer, when a predetermined period of time has elapsed, or an alert level becomes active, or the contents of the transaction information has reached a certain size in the memory storage. On the other hand, the central computer is capable of requesting for vending transaction information by sending a SMS to the vending machine where, after verifying the sender identity, the micro-controller automatically packs the vending transaction information since the last reporting time and transmits them to the central computer.

[0022] When a plurality of vending machines are employed in a wireless purchase and on-line inventory management apparatus, each vending machine can be identified uniquely by a central computer through an identification phone number. Such identification phone number differs from the short code used for wireless purchase and is unknown to the purchasers. The identification phone number is used by all the backend operations to identify the machine or the inventory data associated with the machine. The central computer can consist of one or more of the following: a Windows NT computer, an X.25 data modem card, an X.25 line connecting the computer to the mobile network provider, a gateway service program, and a control program, and a database. The use of the X.25 data link instead of a wireless modem is to ensure high communication integrity. The gateway service program can control the data line operation and buffering. The control program is capable of interfacing with the gateway service program, supporting visualization, controlling data flow, manipulating data, keeping log of the incoming and outgoing data and events, and writing data into a database. The database is capable of collating the data for data analysis, route planning, inventory control, and other management purposes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] The present invention will become more apparent from the following description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0024] FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting a vending machine of a mechanical type;

[0025] FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting a vending machine of an electronic type;

[0026] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the control and communication unit (CCU) of the present invention;

[0027] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of the micro-controller circuit of the present invention;

[0028] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of the power management circuit of the present invention;

[0029] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of the merchandise dispensing interface circuit of the present invention;

[0030] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of the sold out interface circuit of the present invention;

[0031] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of the coin detection and simulation circuit of the present invention;

[0032] FIG. 9 depicts the interface between the CCU and the vending machine of a mechanical type of the present invention;

[0033] FIG. 10 depicts the interface between the CCU and the vending machine of an electronic type of the present invention;

[0034] FIG. 11 depicts the concept of wireless purchase through a cellular mobile phone of the present invention;

[0035] FIG. 12 depicts the command and data flow of wireless purchase of the present invention;

[0036] FIG. 13 depicts the on-line inventory management configuration of the present invention; and

[0037] FIG. 14 depicts the command and data flow of on-line inventory of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0038] Exemplary wireless purchase and on-line inventory apparatus and method embodying the principles of the present invention are shown throughout the drawings. Currently, two types of vending machines are commonly used. They are the mechanical type vending machine 10 and the electronic type vending machine 30 as illustrated in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, respectively. The difference between the two types of vending machines 10 and 30 is that the electronic type vending machine 30 has an additional electronic unit 34 that can log and store inventory data locally in the vending machine. By using a keypad attached to the electronic unit 34, the user may control the dispensing mechanism, select storage compartments, and/or run a series of tests to verify the operation of the vending machine 30. A printer can also be attached to the electronic unit 34 for printing inventory data. Both types of vending machines 10 and 30 can have other electrical circuits for lightings, condensers, motor, compressor, and thermostats for the storage of merchandise, depending on the type of merchandise on sale. The following description focuses on the vending operation of the vending machines 10 and 30.

[0039] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary mechanical type vending machine 10. The vending machine 10 may consist of a vending controller 11 for controlling the vending operation, a coin mech 13 for receiving payment, a display controller 15 for driving a display panel and selec-
tion buttons 12, and a number of storage compartments 16 for keeping merchandises 20. It is understood that the vending machine 10 can be varied as desired. For a mechanical type vending machines 10, purchase is made through the coin mech 13. The coin mech 13 can be configured to accept 19 payment, such as tokens, coins or paper money. After receiving a payment, the coin mech 13 can output a purchase signal 21 to the display controller 15. The coin mech output signal 21 can be in AC and represent different price levels and other control functions that can be adjusted in the coin mech 13 itself.

[0040] Upon receipt of the purchase signal 21, the display controller 15 then drives the display panel and the selection buttons 12 allowing the user to select merchandises 20. The display panel can display the types of merchandises 20 that can be purchased from the vending machine 10. The display panel can be either an LCD or an LED. Additionally or alternatively, the display panel can include one or more selection buttons for the user to select the merchandises 20. The selection buttons can be associated with the storage compartments 16 in various manners. In an exemplary embodiment, one selection button corresponds to one or more storage compartment 16.

[0041] Each storage compartment 16 can be constructed to contain one or more merchandises 20 of the same type or of different types. The storage compartment may have a dispensing member 17, such as a dispensing solenoid, adapted to dispense one piece of the merchandises 20. In an exemplary embodiment, the dispensing solenoid 17 can mechanically move 22 a device holding the merchandise 20 and, as a result, dispenses 27 a piece of merchandise 20 from that storage compartment 16. When a button on the display panel is pressed, a selection signal 24 is sent to the vending controller 11. The vending controller 11 can then activate 25 the dispensing member 17 corresponding to the selected storage compartment 16. After the merchandise 20 is dispensed, the dispensing member 17 or the storage compartment 16 sends a return signal 21 to the coin mech 13 and the display controller 15 to confirm the completion of the transaction.

[0042] In an alternative embodiment, a sold out sensor 14 can be provided for detecting the absence of any merchandise 20 in any storage compartment 16. In an exemplary embodiment, each storage compartment 16 is connected with a sold out sensor 14. If an absence condition is detected in a storage compartment 16, the sold out sensor 14 can return 23-26-24 an active sold out signal to the display controller 15. The display controller 15 can then disables the corresponding selection button(s) on the display panel.

[0043] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an exemplary electronic type vending machine 30 that can include similar vending functions to those of the mechanical type vending machine 10 as described above. In addition, the electronic type vending machine 30 can have an electronic unit 34 that interfaces 43, 46 with the coin mech 13 and the display and vending controllers 31, 33. The electronic unit 34 is capable of recording vending transaction information, such as information about what storage compartment 16 has dispensed and/or what storage compartment 16 has sold out. The vending transaction information can be stored in various formats, such as a proprietary format for down-loading onto a printer on-site. Additionally or alternatively, the electronic unit 34 can be adapted to control the vending operation during the service. In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic unit 34 can interface 47 with a keypad to control the dispensing directly or run a series of tests on the display and vending controllers 31, 33. It is understood that the vending machine 30 can be varied as desired.

[0044] FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting a preferred embodiment of a control and communication unit (CCU) 100 formed according to the principles of the present invention. The CCU 100 may comprise a micro-controller circuit (MC) 150 with a power management circuit 170, a coin simulation interface (CSI) circuit 230 for communicating with a vending machine, and a wireless modem interface circuit 112 for communicating with a network.

[0045] As shown in FIG. 3, the CCU 100 can also have a parallel interface circuit including one or more of the following circuits: a sold out interface (SOI) 200, a merchandising dispensing interface (MDI) 210, a coin detection interface (CDI) 220, and a card reader interfacing circuit (CIC) 105. The interface circuits for the SOI 200, the MDI 210, the CDI circuit 220, and the CSI circuit 230 are capable of performing level shifting and isolation between the signal levels 118, 119, and 122 used by the vending machine and the standard TTL signal level used by the micro-controller. The interface between the CIC 105 and a card reader (not shown) is carried out via a serial link 120. In another preferred embodiment, the CDI circuit 220 and the CSI circuit 230 can be combined to form a coin detection and simulation interface (CDS) circuit. The CDS can form a portion of the above parallel interface circuit.

[0046] In a preferred embodiment, the CCU 100 can further have one or more of the following circuits: a display panel interface circuit 101, a quantity counter interface circuit 102, a refill/service switch interface 103, and a door switch interface 104. The display panel interface circuit 101 is capable of communicating a message pertaining to a wireless purchase from the MC 150 to the display panel of the vending machine. For example, messages, such as a portion of the phone number of the purchaser, can be shown on the display panel during the wireless purchase to indicate whose merchandise is being dispensed. The quantity counter interface circuit 102 is capable of communicating between the MC 150 and the quantity counter. The interface between the door switch and quantity counter is also in parallel 125, 126. The interface with the display panel may differ from the rest because there may not be level shifting or isolation through a parallel data line 124. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the CCU 100 are within the scope of the present invention.

[0047] The micro-controller circuit (MC) 150 is the computing core of the CCU 100, where all input data 114, 115, 116, 117, 121, 125, 126, and 130 are stored and processed as described below. It will be appreciated that the MC 150 can also perform other output functions, such as (a) enabling the coin mech signal simulation via a parallel interface with level shifting 121, (b) displaying information on the display panel through a parallel interface 124, and (c) transmitting via the cellular mobile channel 113 all the transaction information to a control center via a serial data link 114. In a preferred embodiment, the MC 150 can include a DC power supply 127, which can be derived from the power management circuit 170. The power management circuit
170 can be generated either from an AC supply 110 or a battery 173 determined by the AC supply 110 as described in greater detail below.

[0048] FIG. 4 depicts a preferred embodiment of the MC 150 formed according to the principles of the present invention. The MC 150 can comprise a central processing unit 151 and one or more of the following devices: a memory bank 152, a plurality of programmable peripheral interface devices (PPI) 155, an address decoder 156, a buffer 157, a clock such as a real-time clock 158, a transceiver such as an RS232 serial transceiver 159, and a watchdog circuit 165. The memory bank 152 may include a read only memory 153, such as an electrically programmable read only memory (EPROM), and a random access memory (RAM) 154.

[0049] The central processing unit (CPU) 151 in the MC 150 can communicate and control the other devices through a data bus 161, a control bus 162, and an address bus 163. In a preferred embodiment, the CPU 151 is capable of executing a program stored in the EPROM 153 that performs initialization of devices in the circuit. The CPU 151 can also process the data to and from the PPI 155 and communicate through an RS232 port 160 with a wireless modem and onto a central computer. Further, the CPU 151 can communicate with a card reader via the RS232 port 160. The data processing tasks performed by the CPU 151 may include, but not be limited to, servicing interrupts from the various interface circuits, the quantity counter, and the refill/service switch, displaying appropriate messages and information on the display panel, and detecting AC power down condition from the power management circuit 170. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the CPU 151 are within the scope of the present invention.

[0050] The memory bank 152 in the MC 150 is capable of storing various program/information of the CUC 100. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the system control program may be stored in the EPROM 153 while the vending transaction information may be stored in the RAM 154. The vending transaction information can be accumulated until a predetermined time period is reached, or a request is received from the central computer, or a predetermined maximum number of vending transactions is reached. Then, the vending transaction information is packed into an SMS format and sent to the central computer. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the memory bank 152 are within the scope of the present invention.

[0051] The PPI 155 in the MC 150 is adapted to establish communication and data flow 164 between the CPU 151 and one or more of the following: the merchandise dispensing interface circuit 210, the sold-out interface circuit 200, the coin detection and simulation circuit 220, 230, refill/service switch 103, door switch 104, and quantity counter 102. In a preferred embodiment, the communication and data flow 164 can be one or more of the following: merchandise dispensing signals, sold out signals, coin detection and simulation signals, refill/service confirmation, door switch signals, and quantity counter signals. The MC 150 can thus control the display panel and send messages to the display panel at different execution stages of the program.

[0052] The address decoder 156 in the MC 150 can be used to decode addresses for the PPI 155, the RAM 154, the EPROM 153, the display panel, and/or the clock 158. An additional buffer 157 can be used for storing data from the PPI 155 after an interrupt, which is forwarded to the CPU 151 in due course.

[0053] In a preferred embodiment, the clock 158 is a real-time clock for time and date stamping the transaction information. The clock 158 can be calibrated with the time obtained from the cellular mobile network when the system first starts up. Additionally or alternatively, the clock 158 can be regularly calibrated from the same time source. A watchdog circuit 165 can also be included in the micro-controller circuit to provide software reset 166 to the CPU 151 if and when the firmware execution is irregular. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the MC 150 and its various components are within the scope of the present invention.

[0054] FIG. 5 depicts a preferred embodiment of the power management (PM) circuit 170. The PM 170 may comprise one or more of the following: a full-wave rectifier 172, a battery 173, a voltage limit charger 174, a switching power supply 175 for the micro-controller 150, an AC main detector 176, a low voltage detector 177, a power switch down circuit 176, and a micro-controller shut down detector 179. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the PM 100 or its components are within the scope of the present invention.

[0055] Driven by an AC supply 171, the full-wave rectifier 172 may produce a smooth DC voltage 187 that can be used to charge the battery 173. In a preferred embodiment, the voltage-limit charger 174 charges the battery 173 with variable current values. The output 188 of the charger 174 is used to drive a switching power supply circuit 175. The switching power supply circuit 175 can provide necessary output voltage levels 155, 184, and 183 to drive the wireless modem 112, the MC 150, and other circuits.

[0056] The main AC detector 178 can detect any drop in the AC supply 171. The AC supply drop can result from unstable power caused by a transient, power failure, or the termination of power supply. Upon detecting this condition, the main AC detector 178 returns an active signal 181 to the MC 150 via the power switch down circuit 176. As the switching supply 175 is connected to the battery charger 174 and the battery 173, the power supply to the micro-controller 150 can then be taken over by the battery 173.

[0057] When the MC 150 receives an active signal 182 from the power switch down circuit 176, the MC 150 completes all the current transactions before forwarding all the vending transaction information to the central computer. If the duration of the active signal 182 is more than a predetermined period of time, the MC 150 enters into a shut down state and disables the wireless purchase and on-line inventory functions. Otherwise, the MC 150 will restore its full set of functions. When the MC 150 enters into a shut down state, the MC 150 sends a shut down signal 191 to the micro-controller shut down detector 179. The micro-controller shut down detector 179 then outputs a signal 180 to the low voltage detector 177 and turns off the supply to the MC 150 and the wireless modem 112. The low voltage detector 177 can also detect the output voltage level of the battery 173. If the output voltage level is low, an active signal 186 is returned to the MC 150 via the power switch down circuit 176. Supply can be restored when the main AC detector 178 detects the main AC power supply again.
[0058] FIG. 6 depicts a preferred embodiment of the merchandise dispensing interface (MDI) circuit 210 formed according to the principles of the present invention. The MDI 210 may comprise the interface between the dispensing signals 214 from the storage compartments 16 and the MC 150. For each dispensing signal 214, an optical coupler 211 is used for isolation and a level converter 212 is used to translate the AC signal into a TTL compatible signal level 217. For a typical twenty compartments vending machine, there are twenty identical sections of the interface. The translated TTL dispensing signals 217 can be multiplexed 213 into a binary word 215 with word length sufficient to represent the number of compartments 16. In an exemplary embodiment where there are twenty compartments 16, five bits can be used to uniquely represent a compartment 16 from which a merchandise 20 is dispensed. These binary outputs can be also HARDWARE controlled or programmed together to form an interrupt signal 216 to interrupt the MC 150 when an active signal is detected at any one of the input lines. Upon receiving this interrupt signal, the MC 150 latches the output binary word 215 and appends the compartment number to the transaction record. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the MDI 210 are within the scope of the present invention.

[0059] FIG. 7 depicts a preferred embodiment of the sold out circuit (SOI) 200 formed according to the principles of the present invention. The SOI 200 may comprise the interface between the sold out signals 203 from the storage compartments 16 and the MC 150. For each sold out signal input, an optical coupler 201 is used for isolation and a level converter 202 is used to translate the AC signal 203 into a TTL compatible signal level 204. In the above exemplary embodiment of twenty compartments vending machine, there can be twenty identical sections of the interface. As there may be more than one compartments 16 having an active sold out signal 203 simultaneously, the TTL version of the sold out signals 204 are output to the MC 150 as they are without any multiplexing. As these sold out signals 204 may be active until the sold out compartments 16 are refilled, therefore, the latching of the sold out signals 204 into the MC 150 is not done by interrupt. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the SOI 200 are within the scope of the present invention.

[0060] FIG. 8 depicts a preferred embodiment of the coin detection and simulation interface (CDS) circuit formed according to the principles of the present invention. The CDS may comprise two sub-modules 220, 230. The first sub-module is a coin detection module 220 for detecting any price signal 223 from the coin mech of the vending machine (FIG. 8(a)). For the price signal detection module 220, similar optical coupler hardware level together to form an equivalent signal is used. If one or more price signals 223 are active, then the coin inserted condition is true. Consequently, the coin mech active signal 225 is pulled active. To accommodate this, the price lines are hardwired together at the input. When the output price signal 223 is active, the output price signal 223 interrupts the MC 150. The MC 150 permits the cash operation to complete while the cellular mobile phone dial-in is disabled.

[0061] The second sub-module is a coin simulation module 230 for simulating price signals to be sent to the vending machine converter (FIG. 8(b)). The simulation module 230 can consist of a plurality of identical sections of switches 231 that derive their identical input 232 from the MC 150. In an exemplary embodiment, four sections of switches 231 are adopted. This input signal 232 from the MC 150 switches the connection between the coin mech price signals 233 to the vending machine controller 234, and a signal of equivalent signal level 235 as the price signals (110 V for example) to the display controller. The purpose of the equivalent signal level is to simulate the price signals. In this case, the switching of all the sections is synchronous, allowing the purchaser to select any merchandise 20 in any of the compartments 16. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the CDS or its sub-modules 220, 230, are within the scope of the present invention.

[0062] The interface of the CCU 100 with the existing vending machine will be described in connection with FIGS. 9 and 10, where the vending machine is of a mechanical type 250 in FIG. 9 and of an electronic type 270, 300 in FIG. 10. In a preferred embodiment as shown in FIG. 9, the input signals to the CCU 160 may include one of the following: a group of dispensing signals 267 from the dispensing devices 255, a group of sold out signals 266 from the sold out devices 256, and/or a group of coin mech signals 259 from the coin mech 253. The dispensing signals 267 can be used to identify the storage compartment 257 that has been activated to dispense a merchandise 268. The sold out signals 266 can be used to identify what storage compartment is empty. The coin mech signals 259 can be used to identify what price line has been activated.

[0063] It will be appreciated that these input signals may be used for other purposes. In another preferred embodiment, the coin mech signals 259 can be used for vending arbitration. Accordingly, when one of the coin mech signals 259 is active, the wireless purchase function is suspended until the coin operation is completed. Similarly, when a wireless purchase is in progress, the coin mech 253 will be disabled.

[0064] The output signals from the CCU 100 to the vending machine 250 can include the simulated signals 258. In a preferred embodiment, the simulated signals 258 are communicated to the display controller 251. The purpose of this group of signals 258 is to simulate purchase signals of similar electrical characteristics as the coin mech signals 259 when a wireless purchase function is activated. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the simulated signals 258 are treated as if they were generated from the coin mech 253. Accordingly, the subsequent interpretation of these simulated signals 258 by the display controller 251 can be identical to that of the coin mech signals 259. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the interface between the CCU 100 and existing mechanical vending machines 250 are within the scope of the present invention.

[0065] FIGS. 10(a) and 10(b) depict preferred embodiments of the interface between the CCU 100 and an electronic type vending machine 270, 300 of the present invention. In FIG. 10(a), the interface between the CCU 100 and the electronic type vending machine 270 assumes no knowledge of the electronic unit 273 and works similarly as the interface with the mechanical type vending machine 250 as described above. In FIG. 10(b), the interface between the CCU 100 and the electronic type vending machine 300 is
carried out through an electronic unit 305, which requires the knowledge of the data protocol used in the electronic unit 305.

[0066] In a preferred embodiment as shown in FIG. 10(b), there is no direct interface between the dispensing and sold out signals. Instead, an existing communication link 320 of the electronic unit 305 is used. This requires a serial connection between the electronic unit 305 and the CCU 100. Based on this interconnection, the inventory information in the electronic unit 305 may be extracted and returned to the CCU 100 directly. To enable this to occur, the knowledge of the protocol used in communication with the electronic unit 305 and its data format is essential for this interfacing configuration. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the interface between the CCU 100 and existing electronic vending machines 270, 300 are within the scope of the present invention.

[0067] FIG. 11 depicts a preferred embodiment of wireless purchase 350 according to the principles of the present invention. According to this preferred embodiment, the wireless purchase 350 can contain the following simple steps: (1) purchaser dials up the number 354 displayed on the vending machine 351; (2) vending machine 351 receives the call 355 directly; (3) vending machine 351 performs data verification and, if correct, activates the merchandise 20 to be selected; (4) purchaser selects merchandise 20 on the vending machine's display panel 356; and (5) vending machine 351 dispenses 357 the merchandise. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the wireless purchase 350 are within the scope of the present invention.

[0068] In an exemplary embodiment, the purchaser may initiate the purchase by dialing an encoded short code displayed on the vending machine 351, without having to go through the lengthy procedure of sending an SMS. This short code may be in the form of "xy1234" 354, in which "1234" is a unique identification number of the vending machine 351. The short code is received by the cellular mobile network system 352, where the short code is decoded and mapped to the cellular mobile number of the vending machine concerned. This enables an SMS request 355 to be sent to the vending machine 351.

[0069] Upon receipt of the request communicated from the mobile network, the vending machine 351 performs data verification inside the CCU 358 to ensure that the SMS is for purchasing merchandise, rather than other type of SMS messages. If the SMS passes the verification stage, the CCU 358 activates the coin mech signal simulation circuit 230 and enables the purchaser to select merchandise by using the buttons on the display panel of the vending machine 351. At the same time, information regarding the date, time, and the purchaser's phone number can be temporarily stored in the RAM. In addition, a portion of the purchaser's phone number can be displayed on the CCU's display panel.

[0070] If a selection is made within a certain time, the transaction is considered complete. The storage component from which the merchandise is dispensed is recorded and appended to the current transaction information and marked as a valid vending transaction. Otherwise, the transaction is considered incomplete, in which only the mobile phone number of the purchaser's will be recorded for statistic collection purpose.

[0071] FIG. 12 depicts a preferred embodiment of the command and data flow 400 within the vending machine. It will be appreciated, however, that various alternate embodiments of the command and data flow 400 or any portion thereof are within the scope of the present invention.

[0072] As shown in FIG. 12, the process begins when the vending machine is powered up 401. When the AC power supply of the present invention is switched on, the MC executes its program stored in the EPROM. In a preferred embodiment, the program can initiate the wireless modem 402 and send an SMS message 403 to the central computer. The SMS message 403 can contain the vending machine ID and/or a set of codes to identify the request. The SMS message is capable of notifying the central computer that the transmitting vending machine is coming on-line.

[0073] Once the on-line message 403 is dispatched, the vending machine can wait for a return SMS that contains the vending machine's inventory setting 404 from the last power down. If no message is received from the central computer after a predetermined period of time has elapsed 410, the program disables all the wireless purchase and on-line inventory functions 411 and sends a message to the display panel informing the user that the wireless purchase and on-line inventory system is disabled 412. In such disabled mode, the vending machine can still be operated by coins 413, but wireless purchase and on-line inventory functions are disabled. If the inventory setting 404 is received while the vending machine is in its operation mode (i.e., before the predetermined period of time elapses), the program then proceeds to the next stage of wireless purchase and on-line inventory functions 407 as will be described below.

[0074] If the inventory setting 404 is received and verified, the program proceeds to enable the wireless purchase 407. The inventory setting 404 received from the central computer may contain an instruction of disabling the wireless purchase function, but enabling the on-line inventory function 406. This instruction allows the central computer to enable or disable the wireless purchase function at a chosen time. If the received setting 404 does not contain such instruction to disable the wireless purchase function, the program proceeds to enable the wireless purchase and on-line inventory functions 408 and sends an appropriate message to the display panel 409. On the other hand, if the received setting 404 contains the instruction to disable the wireless purchase function, the program proceeds to disable the interface with the coin mech signal simulation circuit. The program can also proceed to display 405 a message on the display panel of the vending machine that the wireless purchase function is disabled.

[0075] During the disable mode of operation, coin operation 451, 452, 454, 458 and on-line inventory functions 463, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472 are still fully supported. For the coin operation, the program checks 451 the state through the coin mech signal detection circuit. When sufficient coins are received by the coin mech, its output signals are activated to invoke the selection buttons on the display panel of the vending machine 452. When dispensing occurs 454, the transaction is completed. The transaction information is stored 458. The program is capable of differentiating coin insertion 453 from mobile phone dial-in 455. For the coin insertion, the program goes to enable merchandise 452. For mobile phone dial-in, the
program sends part of the phone number onto the display 456 and then enables merchandise selection 457. During this phase, if dispensing is detected 459, then the transaction is considered complete and stored 461. Otherwise, a timeout loop will be executed 460. If no dispensing signal is detected when the loop completes, the merchandise selection is deactivated 462. The transaction is thus declared incomplete. Regardless whether the transaction is complete or not, the associated vending transaction information is stored in the memory bank. After the merchandise has been dispensed, the program proceeds to perform the on-line inventory function.

[0076] For the on-line inventory function, the program is capable of performing one or more the following tasks in any desired order. First, the program can check the sold out signals through the SOI circuit 464. If a new sold out signal is detected in any of the storage compartments 466, an SMS message is immediately sent 469 to the central computer to raise a warning for servicing. Regardless of the outcome, the program can further check whether it is time to perform a scheduled reporting 472. If so, then all the vending transaction information in the memory is sent to the central computer 470. Otherwise, the program returns to a state waiting for transaction 473 and checks whether the wireless purchase function is enabled.

[0077] Second, the program can check the inventory levels 463. If the inventory level of one of the storage compartments is below a pre-set level 465, then an SMS message is sent 469 to the central computer immediately to raise a warning for servicing. Regardless of the outcome, the program can further check whether it is time to perform a scheduled reporting 472. If so, then all the vending transaction information in the memory is sent to the central computer 470. Otherwise, the program returns to a state waiting for transaction 473 and checks whether the wireless purchase function is enabled.

[0078] Third, the program can record the value of the quantity counter 468 and the state of the door switch and refill/service switch 471. After that, the program can check whether it is time to perform a scheduled reporting 472. If so, then all the vending transaction information in the memory is sent to the central computer 470. Otherwise, the program returns to a state waiting for transaction 473 and checks whether the wireless purchase function is enabled.

[0079] Fourth, the program can check whether the power supply level is below a certain preset level 467. This may happen when power supply is unstable or experiencing a transient, or when the vending machine is being power down. To avoid the problem of unstable power supply or transient, a predetermined period of time is incorporated in the detection. If the duration of the drop in supply level is short, then the program ignores the occurrence. Because the system contains a backup battery, a supply drop over a short period of time does not affect the operation of the present invention. However, if the drop in power level exceeds the predetermined period of time, a power down condition is confirmed. Once a power down condition is confirmed, all the vending transaction information and an identification message are immediately dispatched to the central computer 474. After the messages are sent, the MC switches itself to a sleeping mode, which can be switched on when the normal power supply resumes 475. When the vending machine is power up again, the program starts the power up sequence as described above.

[0080] FIG. 13 depicts a preferred embodiment of the configuration of the on-line inventory management approach 370 formed according to the principles of the present invention. In the preferred embodiment, the on-line inventory management approach 370 can consist of a plurality of vending machines 371 and a central control computer 374. The vending machines 371 can be either a mechanical or an electronic type as described above and can be on-lined via the CCU wireless communication channel 382 and the commercial cellular mobile network 372. Each vending machine 371 can be uniquely identified by a mobile phone number known only to the central computer 374, while wireless purchase is invoked by dialing a short code unique to each vending machine 371. The central computer 374 can be connected to the mobile network via a fixed line 384, 373, 383, or a wireless modem. The central computer 374 can be also networked 378, 379, 380, 381 with the vending operator's server 376, the inventory database 375, and on-line reporting procedures 377. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the on-line inventory management approach 370 are within the scope of the present invention.

[0081] In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the central computer 374 can execute a program that performs one or more of the following tasks: being responsible for all the communications with all the vending machines, updating the server’s inventory database when the vending transaction information is available, performing local house-keeping such as keeping a data and event log for all the information received, initializing, and maintaining the communication link with the vending machines and the operator’s server and inventory database, supporting visualization of inventory data and individual vending machine status, and producing inventory data in a pre-defined report format for management purposes.

[0082] There are various types of communication between the vending machines 371 and the central computer 374. One type of communication is the system on-line reporting, which is sent when the vending machine 371 is power up. The message informs the central computer 374 that the vending machine 371 is on-line. Upon receiving this message, the central computer 374 returns the last inventory data to the vending machine 371, so that the vending machine 371 can begin its wireless purchase and on-line inventory functions. An alternative type of communication is the on-line scheduled reporting communication. This communication is pre-set to a time of a day, at which time the CCU packs all the vending transaction information into SMS message(s) and sends them back to the central computer 374. Upon receiving the message(s), the central computer 374 updates the database, which in turn generates inventory reports. Another type of communication is the large content reporting, which is invoked at any time when the number of vending transaction information has exceeded a pre-defined threshold. This occurs when there is a sudden surge in the number of transactions.

[0083] A further type of communication is the alert reporting, which occurs when a new sold out signal or low inventory level is detected in any of the storage compart-
ment. Upon detecting this condition, the CCU immediately sends an alert message back to the central computer 374. The central computer 374 records the condition and flags it in the visualization. A still further type of communication is the power down reporting, which is similar to the other reporting of vending transaction information, except that there is an additional message attached to identify that the vending machine 371 will go off-line in a short while. One additional type of communication is the audit request initiated by the central computer 374. This allows the central computer 374 to request inventory data and transaction information from the vending machine 371 at any time. Upon receiving this request, the vending machine 371 returns its vending transaction information to the central computer 374. It will be appreciated that various alternate embodiments of the communication between the vending machine 371 and the central computer 374 are within the scope of the present invention.

FIG. 14 depicts a preferred embodiment of the command and data flow 500 of the on-line inventory management formed according to the principles of the present invention. It will be appreciated, however, that various alternate embodiments of the command and data flow 500 or any portion thereof are within the scope of the present invention. The approach begins 501 with an initialization of the wireless modem or a fixed data line 504. Once the communication is set up, the central computer polls to see whether an SMS message has been received 505. If this condition is met, then central computer checks to see what type of communication it is. There can be various types of SMS messages to which the program will act accordingly as described as follows.

For an on-line message, the program proceeds to retrieve the setting of the originating vending machine from the database 512 and returns the setting to the originating vending machine immediately 513. The event is then logged in a local log file 517. The status of the originating vending machine is updated in the visualization 516.

For a scheduled report message, the program proceeds to update inventory and transaction information in the database 511 and returns an acknowledgment to the originating vending machine 514. The event is also logged in a local log file 517.

For a large content report message, the program proceeds to update the inventory and transaction information in the database 511 and returns an acknowledgment to the originating vending machine 514. The event is also logged in a local log file 517.

For a power down message, the program proceeds to update the inventory and transaction information in the database 511 and returns an acknowledgment to the originating vending machine 514. The event is then logged in a local log file 517; the status of the message sending vending machine is updated in the visualization 516.

For an alert message, the program proceeds to update the inventory and transaction information in the database 511. The program further updates the status of the originating vending machine on the visualization 516 and/or enters the event into a warning report 515.

If an audit request message 506 is issued, the program sends a request message to the target vending machine 507 and waits for its reply, with time out 509. Upon receiving the vending transaction information 508 from the target vending machine, the program updates the database and returns an acknowledgment 510. The event is then logged in a local log file 517. If the request is time-out, the program flags this condition on the visualization and enters the event into a warning report 515. If no audit request is issued, the program checks whether it is time for a scheduled database update 503. If so, the program can further update the database 502. Otherwise, the program can return to wait for SMS message 505.

It will be appreciated that the various features described herein may be used singly or in any combination thereof. Thus, the present invention is not limited to only the embodiments specifically described herein. While the foregoing description and drawings represent a preferred embodiment of the present invention, it will be understood that various additions, modifications, and substitutions may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined in the accompanying claims. In particular, it will be clear to those skilled in the art that the present invention may be embodied in other specific forms, structures, and arrangements, and with other elements, and components, without departing from the spirit or essential characteristics thereof. One skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention may be used with many modifications of structure, arrangement, and components and otherwise, used in the practice of the invention, which are particularly adapted to specific environments and operative requirements without departing from the principles of the present invention. The presently disclosed embodiment is therefore to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive, the scope of the invention being indicated by the appended claims, and not limited to the foregoing description.

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for controlling a wireless purchase of merchandise from a vending machine, the apparatus comprising:
   a controller device for controlling vending operations of the vending machine, and
   a wireless modem device for communicating between a network and the controller device, the wireless modem device being adapted to receive via the network a short message originated from a purchaser and to communicate the short message to the controller device;
   whereby, upon the receipt of the short message, the controller device initiates a vending operation, controls the vending operation, and communicating transaction information of the vending operation to a central computer.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the controller device comprises a central processing unit and a memory member communicated with each other, the memory member having a read only memory which contains a system control program for controlling the wireless purchase from the vending machine.

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein the controller device further comprises:
   a transceiver for communicating the central processing unit with the wireless modem; and
a programmable peripheral interface circuit communicated with the central processing unit.

4. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a coin simulation circuit for simulating a purchase signal and sending the same to the vending machine.

5. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the controller device further comprises a programmable peripheral interface circuit communicated between the central processing unit and the coin simulation circuit.

6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the controller device converts the transaction information to a short message before sending the same to a central computer.

7. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a power circuit for supplying power to the controller device, the power circuit including a back up power supply.

8. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a merchandise dispensing circuit for receiving a dispensing signal from the vending machine and forwarding the same to the controller device.

9. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a coin detection circuit for detecting a purchase signal from the vending machine and communicating the purchase signal to the controller device.

10. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a sold out circuit for receiving a sold out signal from the vending machine and communicating the sold out signal to the controller device.

11. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a display panel circuit for communicating a wireless purchase message from the controller device to the vending machine for displaying.

12. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the controller device is adapted to communicate transaction information to the wireless modem, and the wireless modem device is adapted to communicate the transaction information to a central computer via the network.

13. The apparatus of claim 11 wherein the controller device is adapted to convert the transaction information into a second short message and communicate the second short message to a central computer.

14. The system of claim 1 further comprising a quantity counter circuit adapted to obtain merchandise quantity data from the vending machine and for communicating the quantity data to the controller device.

15. A system for controlling a wireless purchase from a vending machine, the system comprising:

   a vending machine for storing and dispensing merchandise;

   a controller device for controlling vending operations of the vending machine, the controller device being adapted to initiate a vending operation and transmit transaction information of the vending operation to a central computer;

   a wireless modem for communicating between a network and the controller device, the wireless modem device being adapted to receive via the network a short message originated from a purchaser and to communicate the short message to the controller device, the wireless modem also being adapted to receive the transaction information from the controller device and communicate the transaction information to a central computer; and

   a central computer for communicating with the wireless modem via the network, the central computer being adapted to receive and store the transaction information transmitted by the controller device,

   whereby, upon receipt of the short message originated from the purchaser, the controller device simulates and sends a purchase signal to the vending machine to thereby initiate the vending operation and sends vending transaction information to the central computer.

16. The system of claim 15 wherein the controller device is capable of converting the transaction information into a short message.

17. The system of claim 16 wherein the vending machine comprises a display controller for receiving a purchase signal to initiate the vending operation.

18. The system of claim 17 further comprising a coin simulation circuit for simulating a purchase signal and sending the same to the display controller.

19. The system of claim 18 wherein the vending machine further comprises a coin mech device for receiving a cash payment, the coin mech being adapted to send a purchase signal to the display controller upon receiving a cash payment.

20. The system of claim 15 wherein the vending machine further comprises a display panel and a selection button where a purchase selection can be made for the wireless purchase.

21. A system for controlling wireless purchase from and for managing inventory in a vending machine, the system comprising:

   a vending machine for storing and dispensing merchandise;

   a quantity counter circuit being adapted to obtain merchandise quantity data from the vending machine and for communicating the quantity data to a controller device;

   a controller device for acquiring inventory and transaction data and controlling vending operations of the vending machine, the controlling device being adapted to initiate a vending operation upon receipt of a first short message service originated from a purchaser, to collect transaction information about the vending operation, to transmit the transaction information and the merchandise quantity data to a central computer;

   a wireless modem for communicating between a network and the controller device, the wireless modem being adapted to receive via a network a short message service originated from a purchaser and transmit the short message service to the controller device, the wireless modem being also adapted to communicate the transaction information and the merchandise quantity data from the controller device to a central computer; and

   a central computer for communicating with the wireless modem via the network, the central computer being adapted to store the transaction information and the merchandise quantity data as setting information for the vending machine when the vending machine comes on-line.

22. The system of claim 21 wherein the transaction information is a short message.
23. The system of claim 21 wherein the controller device is adapted to simulate and send a purchase signal to the vending machine to initiate the wireless purchase.

24. The system of claim 23 wherein the vending machine comprises a display controller, the controller device being adapted to send the purchase signal to the display controller.

25. The system of claim 24 wherein the vending machine further comprises a display panel and a selection button where a purchase selection is made.

26. The system of claim 21 wherein the vending machine further comprises a display controller and a coin mech device for receiving a payment of cash, the coin mech being adapted to send a payment signal to the display controller upon receiving a cash payment.

27. The system of claim 26 wherein the vending machine further comprises a display panel and a selection button where a purchase selection is made.

28. A method for controlling a wireless purchase from a vending machine, the method comprising:

receiving a short message;

simulating a coin mech signal and transmitting the same to a vending machine to initiate a vending operation.

29. The method of claim 28 wherein the coin mech signal is similar to that generated by the vending machine when it is coin operated.

30. The method of claim 28 further comprising:

collecting transaction information of the vending operation; and

transmitting the transaction information to a central computer.

31. The method of claim 30 wherein the transaction information of the vending operation is a short message.

32. A method for conducting a wireless purchase from a vending machine, the method comprising:

receiving a purchase request;

converting the purchase request to a short message; and

transmitting the short message to a vending machine to initiate a vending operation.

33. A method for conducting a wireless purchase from a vending machine, the method comprising:

sending a purchase request through a cellular phone;

selecting merchandise from a display panel of the vending machine; and

obtaining the selected merchandise from the vending machine.

34. A method for controlling wireless purchase from and on-line inventory managing merchandise in a vending machine, the method comprising:

receiving a first short message originated from a purchaser;

simulating a coin mech signal and transmitting the same to the vending machine to initiate a vending operation;

receiving a merchandise selection message from the purchaser;

dispensing a selected merchandise from the vending machine;

collecting transaction information about the vending operation; and

transmitting the transaction information to a central computer where the transaction information is processed.

35. The method of claim 34 further comprising converting the transaction information to a second short message.

36. A computer program for controlling wireless purchase from and on-line inventory managing merchandise in a vending machine, the computer program comprising:

a software for receiving a first short message originated from a purchaser;

a software for simulating a coin mech signal and transmitting the same to the vending machine to initiate a vending operation;

a software for receiving a merchandise selection from the purchaser;

a software for dispensing a selected merchandise from the vending machine;

a software for obtaining merchandise quantity data from the vending machine;

a software for collecting transaction information about the vending operation; and

a software for transmitting the transaction information and the merchandise quantity data to a central computer where the transaction information and the merchandise quantity data are processed.

37. A system for purchasing merchandise from a vending machine through cellular telephone, the system comprising:

a control and communication unit means for performing inventory data acquisition, controlling vending events, determining alert status, storing vending transaction information, and communicating alert message and vending transaction information to a central computer; the control and communication unit means comprising a micro-controller;

an inventory data acquisition means for collecting the inventory data electronically, the inventory data comprising the number and type of merchandise in each storage compartment and the capacity of each storage compartment for the plurality of storage compartments for storing merchandise to be vended;

a vending event means for at least one vending machine adapted to selectively dispense from a preloaded merchandise inventory at a predetermined price of a predetermined currency, to a purchaser upon payment of the price of the currency either in cash or electronically charged to a stored value card, credit card or cellular mobile phone account;

a vending event controlling means for detecting coin mech signals and disabling other purchase co-exist mechanism if payment is through a coin mech, for simulating coin mech signals to initiate a vending event if the purchaser initiates a purchase by keying in a sequence of predefined code on a cellular mobile phone and electronically charge the cellular mobile phone account, and for simulating coin mech signals to initiate a vending event if the purchaser initiates a pur-
chase by electronically charging the payment to a stored value card or credit card;

a vending transaction means for representing a vending event;

a vending transaction information comprising, for a plurality of storage compartments and for a plurality of vending transactions, data representing every transaction date, time, compartment from which the merchandise is dispensed, quantity counter value, and payment type and account, wherein if the payment is in cash, the payment account has a null entry; if the payment is by a cellular mobile phone, the payment account is the phone number, and if the payment is by a stored value card or credit card, the payment account is the account of the stored value card or credit card;

a date and time means for representing the timing representative of the date and time of the vending events;

a transaction information storage means for storing the transaction information in a memory storage device in the micro-controller;

a transaction information communication means for transmitting the transaction information in an encoded form with error checking through a wireless modem over the cellular mobile telephone network to a central computer;

an alert information means for a plurality of storage compartments for composing an alert message if the inventory in these compartments fall below one of the compartment margin, flavor margin, or the total margin;

an alert information communication means for transmitting the alert message in an encoded form with error checking through a wireless modem over the cellular mobile telephone network to the central computer;

a wireless modem means for communicating with the purchaser if the purchaser initiates a purchase by keying in a sequence of predefined code on a cellular mobile phone, for communicating with the central computer if micro-controller detects that a predefined period of time has elapsed, or detects a sold out signal, or the activation of a service signal, or a battery low signal, or an AC power being switched on or off, or an error condition, and for communicating with the central computer if the central computer initiates an inquiry; the predefined code comprising an agreed sequence of numbers that uniquely identifies the wireless purchase and the vending machine of which the purchase is to be performed; the predefined period of time means a period of time defined between two consecutive automatic communication of information or data with the central computer;

a power management circuit means for detecting and switching on and off of the AC power supply and providing an alternate power supply if the AC power supply is switched off, for charging a backup battery when the AC power supply is switched on, and for providing power supply to the micro-controller and its peripherals for a period of time until the vending transaction information has been communicated to the central computer;

a display panel means for displaying a number of digits of the cellular mobile phone number during purchasing by the cellular mobile phone, and for displaying the charge of the vending transaction if it is by credit card or stored value card, for displaying the status of the apparatus when being serviced, and for displaying relevant information or error messages representative of the status of the apparatus;

a quantity counter means for a mechanical number counter of the vending machine providing a total count of the sales since the vending machine is first installed;

a service switch means for providing one or more electronic pulses to specify whether it is a refill service or a refill plus flavor change service;

a sold out interface means for detecting the presence of sold out signals from a plurality of storage compartments, for converting the sold out signals into signal levels electrically compatible with the micro-controller signal levels, and for identifying from which storage compartments the sold out signals are generated;

a merchandise dispensing interface means for detecting the presence of the dispensing signal from a storage compartment, for converting the dispensing signal into a signal level electrically compatible with the micro-controller signal level, and for identifying from which storage compartment the dispensing signal is generated;

a merchandise selection interface means for detecting the signal representing the storage compartment that the purchaser has selected on the display panel of the vending machine, for converting the selection signal into a signal level electrically compatible with the micro-controller signal level, and for identifying from which storage compartment the purchaser has selected;

a coin mech signal detection means for detecting the presence of the signals output from the coin mech, for converting the coin mech output signals into signal levels electrically compatible with the micro-controller signal levels, and for arbitrating the coin mech output signals from the coin mech and signals from other purchasing devices to ensure a contention-free operation; and

a coin mech signal simulation means for converting purchasing signals from cellular mobile phones, credit cards, or stored value cards into electrically simulated coin mech signals as if they are generated from the coin mech.

38. The system of claim 37 wherein the micro-controller further comprising:

a central processing unit means for performing arithmetic and logic operations to handle cellular mobile communication, service interrupts from the interfacing circuits, display information on the display panel means, assemble vending transaction information, create data record from transaction information, write the data record into memory, encode and error check the vending transaction information before sending it through the wireless modem, record vending machine setting, compose alert message, and encode and error check the alert message before sending it through the wireless modem;
a memory unit means for storing data records corresponding to the vending transaction information, machine setting, and alert message;

a peripheral interface unit means for interfacing with the display panel means, the quantity counter means, the service switch means, the backup battery and power management circuit means, the sold out signals, the merchandise dispensing signal means, and the coin mech signal signal means; and

a real-time clock means for providing date and time information;

a watch-dog circuit means for providing a soft reset to the micro-controller when certain predefined conditions are met; and

a serial interface means for supporting the wireless modem.

39. The system of claim 38 wherein the service switch means comprises a mechanical switch and an electronic interface with the peripheral interface unit means of the micro-controller for providing a single pulse or double pulse timing waveform to the microcontroller, representing refill service or refill and flavor change, respectively.

40. The system of claim 37 wherein the quantity counter means comprises an electronic interface to the mechanical number counter for comparing electronically detected inventory information of a plurality of storage compartments with inventory information obtained by the mechanical number counter.

41. The system of claim 37 wherein the coin mech signal detection means and coin mech signal simulation means comprises:

a signal level conversion circuit means for converting the signal level of the coin mech output signals into levels compatible with the micro-controller and converting the simulated signal level of the micro-controller into levels compatible with the coin mech;

a signal detection circuit means for detecting the levels of the converted signal;

a arbitration circuit means for arbitrating between the signals from different input devices; and

a signal simulation circuit means for simulating the coin mech signal by the micro-controller as if payment is made through the coin mech.

42. The system of claim 37 wherein the sold out interface means comprises:

a signal level conversion circuit means for converting the signal level of a sold out device into levels compatible with the micro-controller; and

a signal detection circuit means for detecting the level of the converted sold out signal.

43. The system of claim 37 wherein the merchandise dispensing interface means comprises:

a signal level conversion circuit means for converting the signal level of a dispensing device into levels compatible with the micro-controller; and

a signal detection circuit means for detecting the level of the converted dispensing signal.

44. The system of claim 37 wherein the display panel means and the merchandise selection interface means comprise:

a signal level conversion circuit means for converting the signal level of a display and selection device into levels compatible with the micro-controller; and

a signal detection circuit means for detecting the level of the converted display and selection signal.

45. The system of claim 37 wherein the power management circuit means comprises:

a power level detection circuit means for detecting a drop in power supply from an output of an AC transformer and for supplying power to the micro-controller and other circuits when the power supply is below a certain level;

a battery charging circuit means for charging the backup battery when the AC power is presence.

46. The system of claim 37 wherein the format of information further comprises:

a setting representing message identification, button-compartment mapping, number of compartments, compartment information, safety margin, last counter reading, scheduled audit time, and error checking;

an acknowledgment/advance control representing message identification, message type, change safety margin, change audit time, change flavor, and error checking;

an online means representing message identification and error checking;

an offline means representing message identification, vending transaction information, inventory report, and error checking;

a short audit means representing message identification, vending transaction information, inventory report, and error checking;

an alert means representing message identification, time stamp, alert level, inventory report, and error checking;

vending transaction information representing time stamp, number of records, records and counter reading; and

an inventory report representing number of compartments and inventory.

47. A system for conducting on-line inventory information acquisition and storage and automatic communication with a central computer for a plurality of vending machines, the system comprising:

providing a machine power up procedure in response to the switching on of an AC power supply to the vending machine, whereby the vending machine enters a normal operating mode and reports its identity to the central computer via the wireless modem and whereby, upon receiving the identity of the vending machine, the central computer searches in its database for the vending machine’s last system status, returns the status information to the vending machine, and records the on-line status of the vending machine in the central computer’s database; the system status comprising the vending machine selection button-to-storage compartment mapping information; the storage compartment
information comprising flavor, capacity, inventory and price, compartment margin, flavor margin, total margin, quantity counter value, and periodic time elapsed; providing a machine power down procedure in response to the switching off of the AC power supply to the vending machine, whereby the vending machine transmits to the central computer the system status and transaction information since the last reporting and enters into a sleep mode when the central computer receives and acknowledges the information, and whereby, upon receiving the power off status of the vending machine, the central computer updates the vending machine's entry in the central computer's database; receiving vending transaction information from a plurality of vending machines initiated by the vending machines at a time determined by a control and communication unit predefined by the central computer; receiving vending transaction information from a plurality of vending machines initiated by the central computer at a time determined by the central computer; communicating between the central computer and a plurality of vending machines via the cellular mobile telephone network using a short message service format or a standard data transfer format; a short message service means for representing the information by a data packet and sending the packet to the cellular mobile telephone network, which buffers the packet and forwards it to a receiver; providing an identification code for the vending machine for wireless purchase and communication with the central computer; updating transaction information in the database of the central computer; exporting the updated transaction information in the central computer to other computer systems; compiling the updated transaction information in the central computer to an agreed report format; wherein the central computer comprises: a fixed telephone line or a cellular mobile phone coupled with a wired or wireless modem for communication; and a software package means for supporting visualization to the operator of the system, for communicating via the cellular mobile phone network with a plurality of vending machines, for managing database by creating, storing, retrieving, and sorting database records, for producing inventory reports, and for relaying alert messages to the appropriate level of management.
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